Stratton, Catalano Unveil Center Plans; Construction May Start Next Spring

Paul Shapiro '64, Prof. Catalano, Dr. Stratton, and Woody Bowman '64 discuss some of the features of the plans for the Student Union, unveiled last Monday.

"About a year ago we commissioned Prof. Catalano and I...on the plans...they were received by the Institute Building Committee a few weeks ago, and I'm happy that this last Friday they were presented to the Executive Committee of the Corporation and they have the most enthusiastic approval.

"So, we are telling Prof. Catalano to proceed; we have asked him to go ahead just as fast as he can. Although it is going to be a job getting the detailed plans ready before next June, I deliberately want to see at least a symbolic ground-breaking by the end of the academic year."

(Please turn to page 15)

Toilet Paper Adorns Beta House

By Mona Dickson

Last Sunday morning travelers on Bay State Road saw a strange sight—a house decorated with blue toilet paper and a large Beta sign in front of the house, from the trees, and from the porch columns.

Tom Gerrity '63, Beta House President, thought that two groups had done the work. He had no comment when asked who had taken the door, saying only that they hoped "to have the door back before the winter sets in."

(Please turn to page 19)

Buckley Scores Mailing

By Carl Wunsch

Norman Mailer and the international critics over Cuba served as the focal points of a speech given by William F. Buckley, Jr., to a near capacity audience in the campus auditorium last Wednesday evening.

The editor of the National Review magazine and a leading moderator for the American Newspaper Guild discussed the political opinions and social predilections in the novel of Mr. Mailer.
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